Environmental Awareness Character Study of Kuala Langsa Society
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Abstract

Mangrove Forest, located in Kuala Langsa, Aceh Province of Indonesia, is one of the local, regional, national, and international ecotourism destinations. However, there are some issues about the awareness character of the society around Kuala Langsa. This research purpose is to have a better understanding of the people and their knowledge concerning to environmental issues. The technique used in the research was a random sampling interview combined with customized questionnaires as an indicator of understanding about environmental issues awareness taken from 100 respondents. The data value shown by Likert scale as follow: 46.8% littering habits, 33% toilet sanitation, 36.2% reuse of product. The research concludes the awareness character of Kuala Langsa society influenced by the educational level, economic condition, and their opportunity to gain access to the next level of educational grade, and also low frequency of government appeal to the society of how important to always maintain and preserve the Kuala Langsa Mangrove.

I. Introduction

Environmental awareness is an act or effort conduct by a person or society to prevent environmental destruction around, also to improve and maintain the quality of the environment until the benefit and goodness feel continuously[4]. National economic and social survey of 2014 data describe the indicator behavior of environmental awareness character such as: water maintainance, waste management, and the care for environment[10]. Even though 71% of this planet is water, only 2.5% of it is plain water, while the rest contains high salinity. And only 1% of that 2.5% could be utilized by a human directly or approximately about 30% of total plain water supply. Based on that condition pushes us to manage and utilize the water efficiently and wisely.
Puti and Safuridar research explain[8] that Mangrove forest of Kuala Langsa plays an important role to educate society nearby to be aware and preserve the biodiversity inside the mangrove forest. Vast population growth also had a significant effect to the uncontrolled environmental problem, but the society commitment determine the goverment act to protect the site since it also the economical resource for the society nearby. It is possible to build and develop a society with environmental awareness through education and school. School as an educational institution plays an important role to thought the student about human behavior and their effect on the environment and earth sustainably[5].

Formal education only such as a school is not enough, because the society outside the school contributes the most to the environmental problems and other issues related. Therefore, certain educational pattern outside the school is urgently required by society to gain the environmental awareness character.

Vast population growth, followed by their activity produces a high amount of waste too. Therefore, this waste enhancement must be balanced with the good and sustainable waste management. Begin with the household, since it is the main waste producer on human history. Therefore, a pro-environmental society is needed to reduce the waste volume or to recycle it.

Environmental awareness showed by the household chariness on the sanitation around. This behavior also referred on the experience of the households to judge the condition or the quality of the neighborhood and their effort when a distraction or any environmental pollution occurs [3].

Gampong Kuala Langsa is located on the West Langsa sub-district and one of the littoral territories of Langsa City. The area holds the mangrove forest as their resource which was later developed as an ecotourism site. The width is ± 8.000 ha[2]. But ironically, the view of the neighborhood around is still far from the ecotourism principal: Ecologically sustainable, which means that all of the environmental function – biologically, physically, and also socially goes well.

The situation caused by direct wasting by households (fluid or solid) downward houses which is tidal area of the sea. Many local still believes that the high tide would sweep and brought about the waste to the bottom of the sea [9]. Therefore, how important it is to have a complete understanding about the society paradigm about sanitation issues and other problem-related in Kuala Langsa as a basic knowledge to start the environmental awareness character education and fix their mindset about the environment and also to the neighborhood around, to conscious them of how precious their Kuala Langsa about. The data gained also useful to set and/or apply any social policy forward to the neighborhood. The research goal is to have a comprehensive description about environmental awareness character of Kuala Langsa society – the site of conservation and ecotourism.
II. Method

The research design is a qualitative method on the research object. The method used in this research is descriptive-qualitative with primary and secondary data gained by interviewing on guidelines, observation, and documentation using a qualitative approach. The research aim is to identify the environmental character of Kuala Langsa Society based on Likert scale.

a. Population and Sample of Research

The population sample used in this research was the society of Kuala Langsa. Samples were respondents as part of and representing the whole population of Kuala Langsa society. The population live in the nearest radius to the ecotourism site. The 100 samples were taken by random sampling.

b. Data Collection

The data collection instruments in this research followed by stages such as observation, interview, and questionnaire:

- Observation
  The data observation taken from the people of Kuala Langsa, West Langsa sub-district, Langsa City, in Aceh Province

- Interview
  The interview taken from 100 respondent from the population of Kuala Langsa society.

- Questionnaire
  The questionnaire data contain parameters such as littering habits, home toilet, waste product re-use, and environment water quality (condition). The questionnaire was filled directly by the respondents or filled by the interviewer.

c. Data Analysis

The data analysis technique was carried out into: data reduction, data exposure, and inference[11]. The data analysis technique used in this research was the Likert scale to count respondents answer index with the formula as followed:

$$\text{Index Value} = \frac{(F1 \times 1) + (F2 \times 2) + (F3 \times 3) + (F4 \times 4) + (F5 \times 5)}{4}$$

Index Values gained were interpreted into:
Table 1.
Index Values gained interpret

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0% - 19.99%</td>
<td>Very Poor/Very Low/Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20% - 39.99%</td>
<td>Not Good/Low/Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40% - 59.99%</td>
<td>Normal/Sufficient/Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60% - 79.99%</td>
<td>Good/High/Often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80% - 100%</td>
<td>Fine/Fantastic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Results

From a hundred respondents, their profession showed by figure 1. (a). 44% of housewife activities are peeling the oyster given by their families or other member of the society as their side job, 35% work as a fisherman, while 9% of the respondents was a student, and the rest of them had a various profession, such as entrepreneur, labourer, and also unemployment (small percentage). On the interview discussion, generally the population nearby talk most about the economic topics and has less information and knowledge about environmental awareness character, sanitation, quality improvement and conservation, specially around the mangrove forest. The reserach show that education level inline with economic growth and human resources development index[6].
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(a) PROFESSION
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Figure 1. The social condition of Kuala Langsa society: (a) Respondents daily profession. (b) Real-time education condition of the respondents.

While figure 1.b. Shows the educational level of the respondents consists of 35% of the respondents who graduated from elementary school, 27% graduated from junior high school, while 33% of high school graduated, and only 5% of the respondents could taste college education. The
research data gained by counting the percentage index from questionnaire using Likert scale and converted into behavior using an indicator scale interpreted as the table showed as follow:

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Percentage Index</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Littering habits</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private toilet condition</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>Not Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product re-utilization</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water re-use for other purpose</td>
<td>36.6%</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water collection for wash-use</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The environmental awareness level of Kuala Langsa society is still low, according to the data above. It is shown by the littering habit at its proper place (sometimes) of Kuala Langsa society. For all these years, the local people throw garbage and defecate directly downward their houses, which will cause water pollution. This habit is also applied by most of the littoral villages of Indonesia. Even though those habits would be very affecting health and economic condition of the society, most of them working as a fisherman. The continuous result of that circumstances is that their catches decreased dramatically, and the low quality of health would also affect the productivity of society. The sanitation condition is also unwell because there is no septic tank available so that the contagious of diseases could be high risky

IV. Discussion

The lack of awareness on preserving the environment cause negative effect to the environment. For most of Indonesian, unsecured waste-management is an acceptable act, without law consequences. If this circumstances goes far, it will cause greater disaster such as flood. All garbage would flow and stuck the waterline which will trigger the water and environment pollution. If no straight act taken immediately, it would threaten the life of human being, animals, plants, and all the biodiversity. In other word we have to pay for the consequences of environmental damage[12].

Environment problems and environmental awareness character of Gampong Kuala Langsa society formed by habit done by generations. These habits also being affected by their level of education and social condition around the neighborhood. So it would be very hard to change the bad habit to a better perspective. Therefore, it is necessary to build and form serious effort from
all stakeholders to educate the people so that the clean and healthy littoral atmosphere could be gained to support the ecotourism sinergy and other local potential all at once to the health benefit of its society as well.

Through effective education, all wishes and hope of good deeds would come true. If reviewed from the educational aspect, educated people shows better awareness and understanding level to the environment which is positive for public participation to manage their environmental issues[1]. While less educated people shows the reverse.

According Masruroh[7] that environment could help a wise man to create and re-use of secondhand product into a highly valueable and environmentally friendly product. Therefore, formal and informal education plays a very important role to develop and improve human resources quality, specially upon the littoral community so that the people would have a highly environmental awareness character as Kuala Langsa society needed urgently.

V. Conclusion

The environmental awareness character of Kuala Langsa society is still low, proven by the surveyed respondent and questionnaire data processed through the Likert scale. To develop that character, certain educational pattern (informal) is required outside the school institution. Furthermore, various supporting facilities is needed so that the synergy to strengthen the ecotourism between the society and the environment could be reached, especially during the times of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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